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A CLASS OF  L^-BOUNDED PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATORS

REINHARD ILLNER

ABSTRACT.  Pseudo-differential operators with symbol  p(x,  Í, y) £ S^ g    ,

P < (P— l)(zz + 1), are proven to be generally L  -bounded for   1 < p <  oo.

Introduction.  Previously L  -boundedness of pseudo-differential oper-

ators with symbol  p(x, Ç, y) £ S't g     was shown by Hórmander [3] and Cald-

erón and Vaillancourt [l], if p, p, 8, e satisfy suitable conditions.  In older

theorems by Mikhlin (see [4, pp.232 ff.]) and Hórmander  [2, pp. 120—123] the

general Lp-boundedness for R"  Fourier-multipliers with symbol a(Ç) is prov-

en, where  zz(cf) satisfies conditions closely related to those on  p(x, ç, y) in

[l] and [3]. In o], Muramatu gave a generalization of Calderon's result and

proved general L^-boundedness for a class of pseudo-differential operators,

imposing additional conditions on the Fourier transform of  pix, <f, y). It is

the purpose of this paper to replace these conditions by conditions on the

symbol itself, such that L^-boundedness of the operator is still true for  1 <

p < 00.

The problem was pointed out to the author by Professor H. O. Cordes,

who gave more valuable advice.

Muramatu's notation is widely used, and parts of the proof of the main

theorem are identical to the proof of his result in [5]. Other methods used in

this paper are similar to Hörmander's in [2].

Notation.   |x|  denotes the Euclidean norm of x £ R", and   |Jf|oo = sup|x.|,

where ;' = 1, 2,... , n.  If  a= (ar,..., an) with  a¿ = 0, 1,..., then  D ç =

dal+--- +V<9^1...r3cf%  and similarly D^. D*  fot x, y, Ç £ R".   |a| =

a  +...+ a  .  ö(R") is the space of C-valued rapidly decreasing functions.

m(M) denotes the measure of the set  M C R".   We say that  pix, £, y) has com-

pact support in  ç if [ç\pix, ç, y) 4 0\ is for all x, y  contained in a minimal

fixed compact set, and we denote this set by suppc p.

Definition.  A C-valued symbol  pix, £ y) of  (x, £ y) £ R" x R" x R"

belongs to S^ s    (R3", C) if
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(D \D«DPp(x, cf, y)|<C(l + |cf|)^+Sla|-^^!,

(2) |d;d|p(x, cf, y)|<C(l + |c;|)^+fl^-^^l

for any multi-index cl, ß, y, where 0 < p, 8, e < 1.

We define a pseudo-differential operator T on S by

e^dÇJpix, ll,y)fiy)e-^ydy.

Tf is well defined and belongs to S.

Theorem 1  (Calderon-Vaillancourt [l]).  Let 0 < 8, e < 1, 0 < p < 1, and

—2p > 72fmax(<5, p) + max ie, p)] —2np.  Let pix, ¿;, y) be a symbol satisfying

(1) and (2) with these p, 8, e, p for 0 < \ß\ < 2m, 0 < \a\ < 2my, 0 < \y\ <

2m2, where m, my, m2  are the least integers such that  2m > n + 2, zzz.(l — 8 )

> 5n/4, m2(l - e ) > "bn/4, p = min (p, max (<5, e)), 8  = max (Ô, p'), e' =

max (f, p ).  Then

(a) llr/||L2 < C\\p\\ - 11/11 L2. where  C depends on  8. e. o.nonly.   \\p\\ de-

notes the least value for which (I) and (2) hold if we restrict \a\, \ß |, \y\ like above.

(b) If p and p. satisfy the conditions of (a), p. has compact support in

cf, ||p.||   is bounded and for all $(£) eC* ||(p- p)iA|| -> 0 as  / -► «>, the oper-

ator T. associated to p. as in (3) converges strongly to a limit  T that de-

pends only on  p, and  ||T|| < C||pl|, with the constant  C of (a).

. r ,
rroof.  See Calderon-Vaillancourt LU.

Theorem 2  (Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem).  Let  1 < q < oc and

let  T be a subadditive mapping from  L  (R") + Lq(W")   into the space of mea-

surable functions on  R".   // for all À > 0

(4) m[x\\Tf(x)\ > \] < Cy/X . 11/11 Ll  and

(5) zzz{x||T/(x)| > A! < (C2/A . \\f\\Lq)q   (when  q = » we assume   \Tf\m <

C2 ll/ll oo), we have for all  1 < p < q,

\\Tf\\¡P<Cp\\f\\     ,

where  C    depends only on  C,, C2, p and q.

Proof.  See, e.g., E. M. Stein [6, pp. 272—274].

(4) and (5) are called weak   L  -boundedness and weak   L9-boundedness

of  T respectively. Next we are going to state our main result.

Theorem 3.  Ass-zzme   1 < p < oo.  Let the function p(x,  <f, y) satisfy the

conditions of Theorem 1 with pS^P~ lX« + l).  Then the pseudo-differential
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(Tf)ix) = i2rr)~n fpix, £ y)fiy)ei^-y^ dydit

is bounded from   LP(R") to  I>(R*).

operator

Proof.  From (1) and (2) with  p < (p - l)(zz + l), the reader will have no

difficulty verifying that there is a constant B  such that

\a\nCit.(..    t   .AI jf ^ n n«(a) ^^^J^'^^^^
for all   |a| < n + 1  and all  R > 1,

(b)        /„„«.■„«^•'«fW*!**'*' £ )')!'Zf<BR"*1.«nd

J ,7Z+1HR<|f|<2R !«' ^¿/^M*' £ y)] dÇ< bit

for all   |a| < « + 1,   R > 1,  I = 1, .. . , n.

For the main part of the proof, we shall assume that  supp¿: p is compact.  At

the end we give an argument that enables us to abandon this restriction on  p

and thus yields the theorem's statement in the desired generality.  In the whole

proof, C will denote constants depending on  zz  and the so far introduced con-

stants   (B,  ||p||, C), but  C may have different values in different formulas.

So, assume that p has compact support in ç. In view of Theorem 1, part

(a), and Theorem 2, it suffices to prove weak L -boundedness for T. Choose

a fixed v £ C~(R") such that  vie;) £ [0, l] for all  cf, and

viO
1     if  |£|<1,

¡0    if  |£| > 2,

and let w = I — v.  Then obviously p = pv + pw and supper ipv) C \ç; \ç\ < 2L

Lemma 1.   The pseudo-differential operator with symbol pv  is L -bounded

and so in particular weakly L   -bounded.

Proof. Let  k=[tz/2]+1.

f\Tuix)\dx = i2rr)-n ¡\fpvix, £ y)eHx-y)^ dejuiy) dy dx

(2,)-»/ JJ -(1 - A,)Kipv)ix, £ y)e^x-y^ dÇuiy)dy dx
(l+|x-y|2)'

< (2z7)-" [[-1-f |(1 - A, )Kipv)ix, £ y)\ dÇ\uiy)\ dy dx < C\u\ .
JJ   (1 + \x-y\2)Kj
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by the Fubini theorem, by  2k > n + 1  and because pv is bounded and has

compact support in  £, that is not dependent on  x, y.    D

It remains to prove that the operator with symbol  pw is weakly L  -

bounded. Note that  pw = 0 it  |£| < 1.  As the operator with symbol  pw sat-

isfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and (a) and (b) (eventually with different

constants, that, however, are dependent on  p and the fixed w  only), we

shall henceforth assume pw = p, i.e. p satisfies the conditions of the theo-

remand pix, £y)-0 if  |£| < 1.

By Calderon-Zygmund's theorem [6, p. 17] there is for / £ L and A> 0

a decomposition of R" so that R" = Fufi,Fnfl=0, |/(x)| < A a.e. on F,

fi  is the union of cubes  fi =   \J,Q., whose interiors are disjoint, and

Wßfc)<ll/llLl(Qt)<2"- X'miQk).

Let 2° denote the interior of Q..  Furthermore, let

[ ,/ \ p
1 / v*/* X  £   r ,

f  ix) =  I

j-f     fiy)dy,     x £ Q°,
\miQ)JQi '

and let g(x) = fix)- /0(x).  By straightforward computation, we find

ll/0W||22<A(l + 22'!)|!/||     ■
L L

and from this we get with Theorem 1

(6) rn[x; | T/n(x)| > \] < (C/A)||/|| ^ ,.

Now, after T/0, we are going to estimate  Tg.

Lemma 2.  There is a function   <f £ C'T with support in [XA < |£| < 2! such

that  la°n<fii2~'i;)= 1  if  |£1 > 1.

Proof.  Let  cp > 0 be in  C~ with support in [Vi < |£) < 2! and </>(£) > 0

if  1/V2 <|£| <V?.   Set

/o.

*£)-#£)/2:   0(2-'£).

Then the denominator is never 0 for £^ 0, and so   <P £ C^. If  |£| > 1, we

have   12 zf| > 2 (k > 0), and this proves the lemma. D

Let pix, t y) = pix, £ y) . pi2~>£) and notice that supp^ p. C (27'-1 <
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|£| < 27     ] fot j = 0, 1, 2.Let Q be an arbitrary, nonempty cube with

sides parallel to the axes. Let 2r be the length of the side of Q, s = \¡nr, xc

the center of Q, B = [x; \x - x Q\ < 2s]. Furthermore, let zz be a function with

support in  Q  such that fu = 0.  We shall show

(7) f .   ,   I (pix, £ y)uiy)ei{x-y^dydcl dx < C (\u\dx
J|x-xQ|>2s \J -      J

with a constant  C dependent neither on  s nor on  supp^ p.

To do so, use the Leibniz' formula to get

Dpfx, £ y) =       £     2-i\P\iDVpix, £ y))(D^)(2-'£),
ß + y = a

and since the derivatives of   ip ate bounded, we get from (a) with  R = 2':

(8) f |2'Hz)?p.(x, £ y)\ d£< CB2ni.
J2,-1<|f|<2/ + 1 ?    '

The next estimate has to be done differently for n odd and n even.

(A) 72  odd.   Pointwise in  x, we use partial integration in  £ in the inner

integral to compute

flx_A>Jl + 2'("+1>|x - y|»+1)|/p/*, £ y)e«*-yKdt dx

(9)
Si\x-y\>S   I I7Z+1

¡{Dp.ix, £ y)e«x-y^

+ 2'((*+1)/2)D*V/*. t yV¿(x-y)í)¿£

ess

where   |a| = (n + l)/2, |a'| = n + 1, and a = (0, 0,..., 0, |a|, 0.0), a

(0,..., |a'|,..., 0), the place of  |a|, |a'| depending on x.  But (9) is 1

than

(C/s)(2-''((*+1)/2>CB2*Ó2 = iC/s)iH2i{n-l)/2)2

by the equivalence of   |   |   and   |   1^ and by (8).  The Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-

ity now yields

J \x — y \>s \J    J
dx

(10) CB:^"nn(j_p_Y" = CB(2
-1/2,
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z(x-y)<f
The above estimate for /i        \>s |/p(x, £ y)e'^x~y'^ d£\ dx is good if  2's

is big.  For small  2's we use another estimate.  For this, observe that be-

cause   /zz = 0, we can, to obtain (7), replace f\_  u    \Jp.ix, £ y) el^x~y'^ dtf\dx

by

Kix0, y, s)=   ( \(pix,c~,y)e^-y^dc;
1     u J  x-x-  >2s \J    J

z'(x-x0)df
- J pix, £ xQ)e dt, dx.

Because  supp u C Q,  \x - xQ\ > 2s implies   |x - y\ > s, and so we find like

above

UD K.ix0, y, s)<CBi2's)-l/2.

Now let yit) = y + r(xn - y), t £ [0, l]. Then

Kfx0, y, s)

dx
j \x-xJ>2s \ j ç j o    y   J "

- Jt = 0 J\x-xA> Is
Z   fDymiplX,ï,yit))e«x-y^)ix0m-ym)dÇ

771=1

dxdt

<*•   Z   //„ f. |>,   l/Oy   <*/*•  £yW)e¿(x-y('))?)^Ux^
^^    ^Z = 0 J|x-xn| > 2i |^      'ttz     /

zzz = l u

because lx0m — y I - 5- The integral over x is now estimated exactly like

above. Observing that |£| < 27+ and using just (b) and the ordinary differ-

entiation rules, we find

£ fUL-xn\>Jfi D*m*h e j*».""'*)*!*
777=1

¿Xriz

i.e.

(12)

<iCB/s/s)2'/2,

K.ix„ y. s)<CBi2's)1/2 ,

which is a good estimate whenever  2's  is small.

(B) zz even.  We estimate again  K (xQ, y, s), obtaining the same result.

The estimate works in almost the same way, except:  (1) The function   1 +
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2'(" + 1)|x-y|£+1  has to be replaced by  /= \x - y\JV + 2'(n + 1)|x - y \nx).

(2) We obtain   l/|x-y|^.+    in the integral over x  by differentiating  (zz/2 + 1)

times in the inner integral.  One power of   |x — y\oo cancels the factor \x — y\

in /.   We end up with the same result. So we have for all dimensions tz

Ü3) K.(x0, y, s)<CB- min[(2>s)-l/2, Í2's)+1/2],

and the estimate is valid for all   xQ  and all functions  zz  satisfying the stated

conditions. Let

<?/*. y)= ¿j^U, Î,y)ei{x-y^dc2,

and let  Q„ - 2, _0 q..  Using the triangle inequality and (13), we find

Üx-x0!?2jÖNUy)-2^Vl^
(14)

<CB X minK2's)-1/2, (2;s)1/2!<C,

7=0

since the sum is a bounded function in  s.   The constant does not depend on

N.   If we set   PN = 2=0 p., we get  p = PN  for all N > N Q, where  NQ depends

on the support of  p.  Notice that   PN yields the operator kernel QN.

Lemma 3.  Let hix, y) be a kernel function ¡or an integral operator H

defined by  Huix) = f hix, y)uiy) dy, define h  ix) = hix, y) and assume h    £

L    for all y.   Then

l-

The proof is a simple application of the Fubini theorem.   □

As an immediate consequence of the lemma and estimate (14), we have

|H«!L1< (ess suplan-  H

íi     i>2   íi     i< J(ÍV*' 6 y)eHx~y)
J\x-x A>2s   J \y-xQ\<s J       -v

(7)
PNix,l;,xAeHx-X^)uiy)d?dyNv   '  s'     0 dx < C J | zz | dy.

Now remember the definition of g and Q,.  Let xk be the center of Qk, 2b,

the length of the side of  Qk, rk = \¡ñbk> Bk = \x; \x - xk\ < 2rfe}, D' = U^ßfe.

D = W\d',

Ígix),     x £ Q'
0, otherwise.
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Notice that fgk = 0 and that supp gk C Q°. (7) implies, if N > NQ,

where the constant   C is not dependent on  k. So

JD|Tg(x)Ux<cJ"|gU)|¿*,

and as g = / - fQ, we find

J|g(x)|¿x<C(||/||Ll+ 2"Mfi)) < C • (1 + 2")||/||l1,

i.e.

J"D|Tg(*)|¿x<C. Il/ll l1.

This implies zzz(D n jx| |Tg(x)| > \]) < (C/A)||/|| l1. Since tzz(d') < Czzz(fl),

we have

(!5) zzz¡x||Tg(x)| > AS<(C/A)||/||l1..

So, because

zzz{x;|T/(x)| > 2A! <m{x;|T/0(x)| > A! + zrz }x;| Tg(x)| > Ai,

we get from (6) and (15) the weak L  -boundedness for  T.   The strong IA

boundedness for  1 < p < 2 follows immediately from this and Theorem 1 (a),

as an application of Theorem 2.

For  2 < p < oc, let   \/q = 1 - l/p.   Then   1 < q < 2.  We have for f, g £
S(Rn)

\fiTf)ix)gix)dx\[ = \fi2rr)~" fpix, £ y)/(y)e¿Cx-y ̂ dy dl;gix) dx\

= \fi2rr)'nfpix, £ y)gix)e^x-y^dxd¿jfiy)dy

<\\f\\Lp\\T*g\\Lq,
L L

where  T    is the adjoint operator of  T.   If  T is weakly L  -bounded with con-

stant  C, so is   T i.  As   T    is strongly L  -bounded, we conclude as before

|/(T/)(x)g(x) dx\ < U/H LP\\T*g\\ l, < CJI/II lPU\\ l„

and this proves general iAboundedness of T.

To abandon the restriction on supper p, we can use methods identical to
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those of the proof of Theorem 1 (b), so the details are left to the reader. The

statement of the theorem turns out to be valid for all  p satisfying our con-

mons.
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